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tSZ & kSZ with CMB S4
High-redshift DESI LRGs

CMB S4
DSR
Figure 21. CMB-S4 constraints on the cumulative electron-density (left) and thermal-energy
(right)
profiles will distinguish between feedback models. Top row: Stacking N = 2.5 ⇥ 105 BOSS and SDSS
LRG halos of average mass M200c = 1013 M at z = 0.2. The left panel is extracted from the kSZ signal and
the right panel from the tSZ signal. The lines come from density and pressure profiles around such halos
measured in six cosmological hydrodynamics simulations: BAHAMAS [395] (fiducial blue, “high-AGN”
orange, “low-AGN” green); Battaglia et al. [396, 397] (red); EAGLE [398] (magenta); and IllustrisTNG-300
[399, 400, 401] (brown). The data points average the predictions, and show error bars determined via stacked
apertureSchaan
photometry applied to component-separated maps from CMB-S4 LAT and Planck data (or SO and
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And lensing profiles for the same halos!

What we will learn
Major improvement over current state of the art: 3-4σ in kSZ
Hand+12, Planck CV 15, Schaan Ferraro+16, de Bernardis+16, Hill Ferraro Battaglia Liu Spergel 16,
Soergel+17

kSZ counts electrons, at high z and low mass
➞ Small-scale matter power spectrum, for galaxy/CMB lensing

kSZ, tSZ & lensing
contain all the thermodynamic info on the gas Battaglia et a
2
Battaglia Ferraro Schaan Spergel 17, Battaglia Hill+19, Alvarez Hill+19
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Since the initial detections of the tSZ e↵ect on indieter i
Emmanuel Schaanvidual galaxy clusters (e.g., Pariiskii 1972; Meyer et al.

“kSZ with velocity reconstruction”
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Velocity data from Smith, Vargas-Magaña, Ho

Preliminary: BOSS x AdvACT

kSZ~7σ

tSZ~10σ

“Thumbstack” code, useable for S4:
https://github.com/EmmanuelSchaan/ThumbStack

150 GHz for now ➞ add 90GHz, Planck; use ILC maps
Fit for tSZ and dust simultaneously (add Herschel)
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Normalized profile

2-halo terms for kSZ and tSZ
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Systematics & to do list
2-halo term
End-to-end pipeline tests (interpolation, postage stamp
extraction)
HOD, satellite fraction, miscentering
TSZ contamination to kSZ
Dust contamination to tSZ
Covariances: bootstrap VS shuffling VS sims. Impact of filter
overlap?
Split in bins of Mmax: SNR = f(Mmax)?
Impact of mass weighting?
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